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The book is straightforward in read safer to recognize. This really is for anyone who statte there had not been a worthy of looking at. You may like just how the blogger create this publication.

(Friedrich Nolan)
I hope you enjoy using these colorful graphic organizers for this book. Answers are included for the following elements: parts of speech, point of view, setting, tone, theme, mood, plot summary, protagonist, conflict, and the climax. If you do not have the ability to print in color or prefer not to, they may be printed in black and white. This 20 page unit includes the following graphic organizers: Character Study Comparing and Contrasting the Setting to Where I Live Author Study Sequence of Events Cause and Effect Chapter Details A Picture of Your Favorite Event Main Idea Rising and Falling Action Predictions New Vocabulary Comparing and Contrasting My Personality Traits to the Main Character’s Personality Traits Conflict and Resolution About the Book Parts of Speech Details Story Elements I also included a handout of story elements to be used in conjunction with the Story Elements graphic organizer. In addition, I included 2 blank graphic organizer templates for you to use to create your own. One is for 3 topics and one is for 4 topics.
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